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1. In the statistical theory of spectra (cf., e.g., Porter [I]), it is important 
to know the distribution of the eigenvalues of a n i: n matrix A, = (a,,),, 
whose entries adi are real-valued random variables defined on a probability 
space (Q, 9, P). 
Throughout this paper we assume that a,j = n,, a.s. (P - almost surely) 
Vi, j, but that the aii’s with i 3 j are independent. Furthermore, the a,,‘s 
with i > j are required to have the same distribution function F, while all the 
a,,‘~ are to possess the same distribution function G. We assume also that 
%a = J x’dF=o’<oo (i #j). 
For the purpose of normalization, we consider the matrix 
B, = (20 di)-1 A,, (1) 
rather than A, and denote its (a.s. real-valued) eigenvalues by A,,, , A,., ,,.., 
h n.,t and their empirical distribution function by LY,. We have 
W,(x) = n-1NJx) where N,(x) is the number of h,,,‘s less than x. We are 
interested in the behavior of the sequence {W,} of random distribution 
functions as II --, orj. In this connection, E. P. Wigner ([2], [3]) proved his 
remarkable 
SEMI-CIRCLE LAR’. If 
m(da) J- ! s Ip dF < co and s 1 x IkdG < co, ‘v’k = 1, 2,... 
(b) F and G are symmetric (which entails vanishing odd moments), then 
l$n E( W,(X)) = 11(x), 
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where W is an absolutely continuous distribution function with density 
(semi-circle!) 
p=T for 1x1 <I, 
w(x) = 
0 for ]x]>l. 
c-4 
U. Grenander ([4], pp. 178-180) b o served that, under Wigner’s conditions, 
lip W,(x) = W(x) in probability. 
2. Wigner as well as Grenander conjecture that their results are particular 
cases of a more general theorem. One is interested, on the one hand, in 
weakening Wigner’s extremely strong assumptions and, on the other hand, 
in proving that actually Ivn -+ IV a.s. In this case, Iv would indeed be, with 
probability 1, the asymptotic distribution function of the eigenvalues of (1). 
For this purpose, we combine the method of moments used by Wigner with 
the likewise classical truncation method and obtain both a weak (convergence 
in probability) and a strong (convergence a.s.) generalized form of the semi- 
circle law: 
THEOREM. Let jx2dG<m, jx”dF<cq sxdF=O. Then for the 
distribution function W, of the eigenvalues of (I) 
li? W,(x) = W(x) in probability. 
If, moreover, s x4 dG < 00 and J x6 dF < CO then 
lif;” W,(x) = W(x) a.s., 
where W denotes Wigner’s distribution function with density (2). 
PROOF. (a) We are going to prove that, under appropriate conditions, for 
the moments Mk,, (k = 1, 2,...) of II$ 
lim ikl,,, = yr = n I 
0, k odd, 
k! (3) 
2k(k/2)! (k/2 + l)! ’ 
k even 
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in probability or a.s. Because of 
(Jr denotes the Bessel function of order 1 of the first kind), the yk’s are the 
moments of W (by which W is uniquely determined). According to 
U. Grenander ([4], pp. 178-180), convergence in probability of the moments 
entails the convergence in probability of the corresponding distribution 
functions; this fact is trivial in the case of convergence a.s. Consequently, 
we have to show (3). 
(b) It is well known that 
Mken = 
s 
h” dW, = n-l i ht,, = n-l trace (B,,‘) 
“Cl 
Let 
and 
I 
I 
ad 
if 
U,j = I % I < s, 
0 if I afj I Z S9 
It turns out that we have to choose the truncation level s = d% in order to 
prove the following: 
J -Jx/dG<co, I x2aTF=a2< co, 
* J x dF = 0 3 li,m E(ML,,) = ykVk. (4) 
To prove (4) we need the following elementary relations valid for any distribu- 
tion function H: 
s 1xl~dH<m~li~(n(~-~)/2Il~,<~-~~dH)=O Vr>k+l 11 
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and 
In our case (4) these statements read 
i 
xdG-+ 
I 
x dG, nu-r)12 
s 
x’dG+O (I >, 2) 
14 <d/n I4 <AC 
&S 
xdF-+0, x2 dF + a2, 
14 <d, s i*l Cd, 
f+24/2 
s 
x’dF+0 (Y >, 3) (5) 
14 < 4; 
as n -+ co. The value of E(a&u&, *a* aili,,) will vary depending on the 
equalities which hold amongst the indices. For example, if all the indices are 
different, 
whereas in the case i1 = iz = *-- = iii 
Besides these there are numerous other possible combinations. Therefore, we 
decompose E(M;,,) into parts Sm,k,n, m = 1,2,..., k, containing the m-fold 
sums, 
We have, for instance, taking into account (5), as n + 00 
S k,k,n = (2,,)kn;l+k,2 
(k > 3, 
14 4/.- 
S 1.k.n = (&)kn,‘+k,2 lr, <~/, Xk dG 
(,+l-w/2 j,,,<,- xk dG) -+ 0. 
” 
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For odd k, we obtain after cumbersome, but elementary considerations 
s m.k.n -+ o ‘dm = I, 2,..., k (n ---f co). 
For k = 2p, p = 1,2 ,... we again find S,,,,,, ---f 0 when m $I p + 1. For 
m = p, we have to exploit fully our assumptions, since in S,,,,,, there appear 
terms of the form 
= (244p (1 + o(l)) (I,~, <t/- .v’ f+2 (n-1 I,,1 <%,-x1 dF) . 
*, n 7‘ 
All those sums, in which the 2p factors a:, form exactly p different quadratic 
factors, contribute a positive amount to SD+1,2D,n, namely 2-2r. According 
to Wigner [2] there are (2p)!ip!(p + I)! of those sums; consequently 
S 2)+1,2D,n -+ Y2Q (n -+ a), 
and hence (4) follows. 
(c) We estimate the difference &I,,, - E(ik&J Vk, n as follows: 
< c-“E(M; n , - E(ML,n))’ + C P[as, # dj]* 
i>j 
(f-5) 
If the right-hand side of (6) tends to 0 as n + co we have, taking into account 
also step (b) of the proof, M,,, -+ yle in probability (n -+ CD). If, moreover, 
the sum taken over n of the right-hand side of (6) converges, we obtain 
M k,n -+ yk a.s. (n 3 co). 
(d) We deal first with the first term on the right-hand side of (6) and 
claim 
s IxIdG<co, I 
x2dF=02<co, 
s 
x dF = 0 =z- lim E(Mi,n - E(Mi,,))’ = OVk. (7) n 
The proof is similar to that of (4). W e remark that the only terms appearing in 
WK,n - EWkJ)2 = WKJ2 - VWG:,nN2 
q&p" *-2-R n 
g *** $, $l -*- j$ 
?s= 1= k"; 
x [W&, ... u;,ilu;lis ..- uikjl) - E(u&, ... u;& E(u;~~, .a. c&J] 
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are those, in which some of the iy’s are equal to some of the iti’s. This means 
a further reduction of the number of summation signs in each term. In fact, 
we actually obtain E(ML,, - E(ML,,))2 = O(n-l) VK. In order to get O(n-?) 
the existence of further moments is needed. In this way we conclude this: 
1 x2dG<co, s x4dF<m, . 
i xdF = 0 a f E(M;,, - E(M&)* < coVK. (8) ?I=1 
(e) The second term of the right-hand side of (6) can be treated very 
easily. We have 
P, = & f'bij # 41 = 41 - G(di) + G( - d/n + 0)) 
+ (n(z - 1)/2) (1 -F(h) + F(- l/i + 0)). 
The inequalities 
s x2 dG > n( 1 - G( &) + G( - d/n + 0)) I42L 
and 
s x” dF 3 n*( 1 - F( I&) + F( - z/i + 0)) I~l>V77 
entail 
s x2dG<co, I x”dF < 00 =>p,+O (n + co), (9) 
whereas 
s x4dG < co, s x6dF < me--~p, < cm. (10) 
The last equivalence follows by simple rearrangement of series, as is done 
e.g. by M. Loeve ([.5], p. 242). The statements (4), (6), (7), and (8) eventually 
yield convergence in probability, and (4), (6), (8), and (10) convergence a.s. 
of W, to W, which completes the proof. 
3. We conjecture that a further weakening of the moment conditions 
involved in our theorem is possible; perhaps only the first moment of G 
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and the second moment of F need appear. Since a refinement of the methods 
used here is likely to be difficult, one might try to prove directly the conver- 
gence of the characteristic functions of U’,, to that of TV, i.e. 
(in probability or a.s.). We were, however, not able to accomplish this. 
We finally remark, that our result remains valid for Hermitean matrices. 
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